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Abstract
In similar fashion to the craft brewing industry, craft distilled spirits are beginning to
establish themselves as a player in the distilled spirits industry. For decades the distilled
spirits industry has been dominated by large corporations with enormous advertising
budgets. Propagating the dominance of large firms is the three-tier system put in place
post-prohibition to thwart vertical integration in the alcoholic beverage industry. As a
craft producer of distilled spirits the three-tier system often serves as a hindrance towards
establishing a firm on the national and/or regional level. To address how craft producers
should approach the established industry, this thesis enlists the frameworks of Michael
Porter. In combination with Porter’s literature, case studies are conducted on four craft
producers who have either successfully established, or are in the process of establishing
themselves in the market. Small legal victories are beginning to take place and must be
exploited along with a heavy focus towards differentiation for small producers to gain
entrance into the highly competitive distilled spirits market.
KEYWORDS: (Porter, distilled spirits, established markets)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Everyone knows the difference between freshly squeezed orange juice and from
concentrate grocery store orange juice; the refreshing citrus taste is unparalleled by the
mass-produced O.J. In similar fashion the beer market has overcome mass-produced
lesser quality beer as beer connoisseurs (brew masters) have taken their passion and
attempted to give the public their best recreation of ‖freshly squeezed orange juice‖.
Over the past decade the emergence of craft breweries has skyrocketed with current
statistics showing upwards of 1,600 breweries and an industry growth of nine percent
through the first half of 2010.1
Similarly, craft distilleries are beginning to emerge with greater frequency. While
differences are present between the craft brewing and craft distilling industries, the
overall progress of the craft alcohol industry provides promise of a bright future for small
distillers. Although the craft beer market is growing at nine percent, the overall beer
industry continues to fall, while the spirit industry has shown an average growth of 2.6
percent annually beginning in 2000 (See Figure 1.1).2 3 Maintaining growth through the
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recent recession, the industry displays the ability to take off in the near future.
Continually, with the growth in organic, natural, seasonal, and regional food and drink
there remains an opening within the spirit market for craft distillers to exploit their trade.
Craft distilleries are substantially behind craft brewers in terms of numbers and national
recognition allowing for large growth potential. However, aside from market promise,
nuances within the industry provide sufficient difficulties for distillers to establish
themselves and obtain market space, yet approached correctly the potential seems
endless. This thesis examines the entry into established markets and more specifically,
how craft distillers enter the established spirit production industry. More regulated than
most industries, incumbents often benefit from established laws making it more difficult
for the small producers to enter.
In 1933 prohibition ended with the ratification of the 21st Amendment. Once
again alcohol could be produced and enjoyed in the U.S. However, along with the end of
prohibition came the three-tier distribution system and significant government regulation
of the sale of alcohol. The idea behind the system was to stop the ―tied taverns‖ that,
―permitted outside interests to control the politics… and drinking patterns of local
communities.‖4 In an attempt to establish a level playing field wholesalers became the
middlemen between producers and retailers. Remaining in place today, the three-tier
system continues to act as a middleman, however, it produces anything but an even
playing field. Unable to sell their own product, producers must rely on wholesalers
3
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(distributors) to establish their brand. Moreover, exclusive contracts between producers
and distributors often impede small competitors‘ ability to be recognized, as large
producers offer the most secure profits for the distributors. It is possible the best product
is being produced somewhere, but is unable to get distribution. The three-tier system is
one of the difficulties firms experience while trying to gain entry into the industry.
The spirits market remains relatively unexamined with regards to studies on entry,
however, similarities between other alcohol markets and spirits allows for useful
comparison. Through a unique entry strategy, Yellow Tail wine took the market by storm
enabling the company to become, ―One of the five biggest wine brands in the world.‖5
Examples like Yellow Tail, although uncommon display the power of correctly entering
an established market. Continually, there is a wealth of studies regarding entry into
separate established markets from People Express (A) to Estee Lauder‘s delayed release
of its fragrance ―Beautiful.” Although dealing with separate industries, such cases
provide examples of how positioning and entry in the market can lead to a boom or bust.
The remainder of the paper is divided into the following chapters. Chapter II
explores the literature on entry into established industries. While there are many sources
of literature available on the entry into established markets and the liquor industry
respectively, few if any overlap. In such circumstances it has proven useful to view each
aspect of entry individually, discovering commonalities, while considering literature on
other such industries where entry into established markets has been documented. More
specifically, this chapter will look at entry into established markets in categories such as
barriers to entry, government influence, and product differentiation throughout multiple
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industries. Coupled with the review of available literature, Chapter II will also discuss the
theoretical framework, consisting of Michael Porter‘s Five Forces model. Drawing
directly from the literature review, Porter‘s work discusses the competitive forces that
shape a competitive strategy. Porter comments, ―The goal of competitive strategy for a
company is to find a position in its industry where these competitive forces will do it the
most good or the least harm.‖6 Using Porter‘s work as a map of the industry enables
producers to establish themselves in a best-fit scenario. Chapter III explains how the case
studies on St. George Spirits, Peak Spirits, Vermont Spirits and Paqui are conducted.
Obtaining first-hand accounts of the people who have entered the established craft
distillery industry allows for the literature and frameworks to be tested. Chapter IV
discuses the findings from the case studies and interviews conducted. The ability to
compare and contrast findings from Porter as well as the literature reviewed with
firsthand accounts is discussed. Lastly, Chapter V addresses whether the juice was worth
the squeeze. While there are many pieces of literature on how to correctly enter
established markets, this chapter clarifies whether the findings address the issue of
entering established markets. Continually, the results in chapters V will explain what to
address and avoid when entering the craft distillery market as well as where further
research may be useful.
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FIRGURE 1.1

CHAPTER II
THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Alcohol is the anesthesia by which we endure the operation of life. – George
Bernard Shaw
For as long as alcohol has been around it has served as a coping mechanism for
humankind. However, more recently alcohol of all kinds has experienced a renaissance
becoming a complement to our culinary desires and adding a pleasurable palate to its
function as an anesthesia. From the onset of Prohibition in 1919 the liquor industry has
endured many changes from structural overhaul to personal preference. While the threetier structural overhaul resulting from the end of Prohibition in 1933 remains in place
today, over the years it has received modifications. Likewise, as touched on in the
previous chapter the most recent change with regards to personal preference is the small
artisanal production process better known as ―craft,‖ is sweeping the liquor industry.
According to one research group, the U.S.‘s consumption of liquor falls into 1520 year eras, ―We believe that the United States is in the middle of a 15-20 year era of
rising alcohol consumption and increased share of throat for wine and spirits.‖1
Attempting to take advantage of the growing demand for spirits, and more specifically
craft spirits, this thesis implements the work of Michael Porter and others on the
dynamics of industry structure. The purpose of this chapter is to establish Michael
Porter‘s core concepts of competitive advantage (Five Forces framework FIGURE 2.1
1

"Fundamental Drivers of Expected 6% Long-Term Top-Line Growth." Black Book - European
Beverages: Cheap Booze (2009): 15-38.
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and generic competitive strategies FIGURE 2.2) and apply them to the available literature
on entering established markets. Much of the literature on entering established markets
comes from separate industries and will be applied as closely as possible to the craft
distilled spirits industry. Although all industries vary in structure, Porter points out, ―As
different from one another as industries might appear on the surface, the underlying
drivers of profitability are the same.‖2 In the end, the idea of this thesis is not only to
understand how to enter an established market but how to position a firm for profitability
in the long run. The first portion of the chapter discusses Porter‘s ―core concepts‖ of
competitive advantage and how they apply to the distillery business. The literature on
innovation and entrepreneurship by Drucker, Rumelt and Christensen that include
separate but related principles and frameworks will be coupled with discussion of
Porter‘s model to establish a backbone for examining literature on entering established
markets. Consequently, the remainder of the chapter will discuss the most applicable
portions of Porter‘s Five Forces model including threat of new entrants, rivalry among
existing competitors and the threat of substitute products as well as his generic
competitive strategies with case studies and literature about each.

2

Porter, Michael E. 2008. The Five Competitive Forces that Shape Strategy. Harvard business review 86,
no. 1 (01) : 78-93.
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FIGURE 2.1
Michael Porter‘ Five Forces Model

Source:
Karagiannopoulos, GD, Georgopoulos, N & Nikolopoulos K 2005, ‗Fathoming Porter‘s five forces model
in the internet era,‘ The journal of policy, regulation and strategy for telecommunications, information and
media, vol. 7, no. 6, pp. 66 – 76.

FIGURE 2.2
Michael Porters‘ Generic Competitive Strategies

Source:
Porter, Michael E. Competitive advantage : creating and sustaining superior performance : with a new
introduction. 1 Free Press ed. New York: Free Press, 1998; 1985
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Principles and Frameworks
Porter created the idea of competitive advantage in 1985 with the aptly titled
book, Competitive Advantage. With a straight forward approach, Porter lays out
frameworks such as ―Three Generic Strategies‖ and ―The Five Competitive Forces,‖
which shape individual firms strategies. In Porter‘s own words, ―Competitive Advantage
provides the architecture for describing and assessing strategy, linking it to company
behavior, and understanding the sources of competitive advantage.‖3 The five forces
coupled with the generic strategies are the best frameworks for addressing entry into
established markets and they include: The bargaining power of buyers and suppliers,
existing rivalry, threat of new entrants and substitutes. All five of these forces affect each
industry, however; the degree to which each affects a particular industry varies.
Addressing the distilled spirits industry the forces that will be focused on are; buyer
power, in the form of price sensitivity, existing rivalry, the threat of new entrants, and
substitutes such as beer, wine and other distilled spirits that together make up the liquor
industry.
Before examining the aspects of the five forces model that serve the liquor
industry, Porter‘s idea of generic competitive strategies should be observed. The idea of
competitive strategy relates to a firm‘s position within an industry.4 The ability of a firm
to manage the five forces better than its competitors will eventually lead to a competitive

3

Ibid

4
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advantage of low cost or differentiation (or both).5 Porter gives three generic strategies
that stem from the two forms of competitive advantage and the firm‘s scope of activities
in order to gain an advantage in any industry. Cost leadership, differentiation, and focus,
which is further broken into cost and differentiation focus. The craft industry is a clear
example of the focus strategy as Porter describes, ―The focuser selects a segment or
group of segments in the industry and tailors its strategy to serving them to the exclusion
of others.‖6 Due to the horizontal integration of larger liquor producers Post-Prohibition;
large segments of the consumer population were poorly served leaving room for firms
with a differentiation focus strategy.
According to DISCUS (The Distilled Spirits Council of the United States) there
are four categories within the distilled spirits industry: value tier, premium tier, high-end
premium tier, and super premium tier. Once more, for each of these categories each
individual style of spirit (vodka, whiskey, gin etc…) has its own products. The creation
of specified categories, has granted producers a great ability to find opportunity through
focus differentiation strategies. Similar to the brewing industry, where for years the ―Big
Three‖ (Anheuser Busch, Miller and Coors) produced a seemingly standardized lager,
Americans have been given opportunities to experience a market revival, with nearly
1,600 craft breweries filling the void of differentiation-focused brewers. Fred Eckhardt
best summed up the American brewing industry previous to the emergence of craft beers,
―If you taste one American beer, you‘ve pretty much tasted them all.‖7 Porter comments
5

Ibid

6

Ibid

7
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how differentiation focuses on the special needs of buyers, ―Such differences imply that
the segments are poorly served by broadly-targeted competitors…The focuser can thus
achieve competitive advantage by dedicating itself to the segments exclusively.‖8 The
creativity and breadth of products becoming available to the consumer is an example of
firms implementing the focused differentiation strategy.
From beer to spirits and cheese, the number of craft products becoming available
is on the rise, yet, firms must not lose sight of their focuser strategy and get caught trying
to be something they are not. As Porter warns, the want to blur the line between strategy
of focuser and another generic strategy often emerges as the focuser begins to dominate
its target segment.9 Producers that begin to dominate the market need to keep in mind
how it is they got where they are, and not get ―stuck in the middle‖ as Porter refers to the
position where firms lose their competitive advantage by attempting to be something they
are not. Applying the idea of ―stick with what got you there‖ is the emphasis Porter is
applying, and for firms that maintain the focuser strategy such as the craft segment of the
liquor industry the advice is paramount.
Alluded to earlier, Porter‘s generic competitive strategies are coupled with the
Five Competitive Forces to create the backbone of his competitive advantage. Best put in
Porters own words, ―In any industry, whether it is domestic or international or produces a
product or service, the rules of competition are embodied in five competitive forces.‖10
Due to the extremely regulated nature of the liquor industry, the rules of competition
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often revolve around stringent federal and state legislature and, ―The ultimate aim of
competitive strategy is to cope with and, ideally, to change those rules in the firm‘s
favor.‖11 Change continues to take place throughout the structure of the American liquor
industry, as the number of producer‘s continues to grow firms are attempting to level the
playing field in their favor. The overarching structure of the liquor industry must first be
understood in order to apply the forces that most directly affect individual players.
Elaborating on his Five Competitive Forces Porter creates subcategories for each
of the forces called ―Elements of Industry Structure.‖ The greatest structural difference in
the liquor industry is the three-tier system that when first implemented post-prohibition
set out to eliminate vertical integration. Today, the affect of the system can be realized in
each of Porter‘s Five Forces. The three-tier system was meant to level the playing field
by eliminating the ability of large firms to produce, distribute and retail their products.
Serving its purpose early on, the system has come under great scrutiny as of late for being
anticompetitive. Small legal victories have been won in recent years against the system
allowing greater viability for craft producers to distribute their product, and as Porter
points out, ―Industry Structure is relatively stable, but can change over time as an
industry evolves.‖12 Although the liquor industry is not new, its structure continues to
evolve in an attempt to once again level the playing field. Moreover, Porter points out,
the elements of industry structure determine how much strength each force creates within
the industry.
Understanding structure allows the forces that affect the industry greatest to be
separated from those that play a less significant role. For instance, Due to the agricultural
11
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nature of liquor production and the artisanal emphasis of small producers, suppliers
bargaining power is minimal. Agriculture of the U.S. comes as close to perfectly
competitive as possible minimizing the threat of raw materials becoming monopolized.
Likewise, many of the small producers become their own suppliers taking extreme pride
in growing their own agriculture. The hands on production approach implemented by
many of the craft spirit producers circumvent a great deal of supplier‘s power, however
this production method is gaining popularity adding to greater competitive rivalry.
Existing rivalry and the remaining three forces in Porters model relate directly to
the liquor industry. Although differentiation based on artisanal production methods is
becoming new ground for rivalry, it is far less likely to erode profitability, as rivalry not
based on price can support higher margins.13 The greatest contributor to rivalry in any
industry is growth. The craft spirit industry is no different, as the number of licensed
producers has skyrocketed from 40 in 2003 to over 200 in 2010.14 Unique in the way
small producers can go head to head with multibillion-dollar producers, competition in
the liquor industry is intense. Relating back to generic competitive strategies, the existing
rivalry for small producers is greatest among those competing with a differentiated
strategy whether those are other small producers or large corporations competing over the
differentiated niche. Another point of emphasis regarding existing rivalry in Porter‘s
model is the idea of nearly identical products. Examining a shelf of vodka or any other
alcoholic beverage, the vast variety available throughout different price categories makes
13

Porter, Michael E. "The Five Competitive Forces that Shape Strategy." Harvard business review 86, no.
1 (2008): 78-93.
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it easy for consumers to try many varieties. Breadth of choice within the same category
with similar pricing leads to few switching costs for buyers. Competition in the craft
segment of the market is not based on price yet, similar pricing aids buyers‘ ability to
switch. Low switching costs for buyers propagates existing rivalry while simultaneously
feeding the power of buyers.
Once more, due to the legal framework outlined post-prohibition and continually
changing in the alcohol beverage world distilled spirit producer‘s deal with different
buyers on a state-by-state basis. The majority of producers must sell to wholesalers;
however, circumstances are present where producers can sell directly to retail or on
premise (restaurant) accounts. In both cases the elements of structure that apply to
Porter‘s force ―power of buyers‖ are relatively similar, ―Most sources of buyer power
apply equally to consumers and to business-to-business customers.‖15 In the end, the
ultimate buyer is the consumer; the wholesalers, retailers and on premise accounts will
purchase based on consumer wants. One of the elements of structure that Porter applies is
the idea of standardized products. With the amount of products available in the liquor
industry buyers will always find what they believe to be an equivalent product.
Producer‘s hope their products are differentiated enough from competitors to avoid
falling into this category. Moreover, while legal statutes forbid vertical integration in the
alcoholic beverage industry, horizontal integration throughout the wholesale tier has
become the norm with many of the largest spirit wholesalers buying up separate
distribution channels. With high fixed costs surrounding distribution infrastructure and
legal framework in place eliminating competition the buyer‘s power of large wholesalers
15
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far outweighs the small craft distillers. The breadth of products carried by large
wholesalers extends beyond spirits and is often so vast the little producer can be
forgotten.
Beer, wine, liqueurs and spirits each serve a similar purpose of providing an
individual consumer with the intoxicating affects they desire. The concern for producer‘s
revolves around the fact that each can be used as a substitute for one another. The threat
of substitutes is another of Porter‘s forces, described; ―A substitute performs the same or
a similar function as an industry‘s product by a different means.‖16 Looking at the liquor
industry as a whole there are few if any substitutes, however each category as mentioned
earlier serves as its own industry within an overarching field of alcohol. Due to federal
taxation by alcohol volume none of the options can offer a substantial price-performance
trade-off yet this also leads to low switching costs for buyers. Similar to other forces the
ability of the consumer to switch industry products without incurring much cost leads to a
high threat of substitutes. Once again the hope for producers remains differentiation
focus. Nearly all alcohol industries have value, premium, and super premium products or
their equivalent; if a producer can enter a differentiation niche it is possible to have fewer
substitutes. Although the intoxicating effects would be similar a specialty niche can
provoke a somewhat cult following. Creating a niche through marketing was Sidney
Frank and Jagermeister, ―The story, at the height of the LSU‘s Jager boomlet, quotes kids
calling the herb-infused drink ―liquid Valium,‖ and theorizing that Jager was an
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aphrodisiac.‖17 True or not, Jager created such an odd niche that substitution was
irrelevant.
The threat of new entrants in the liquor industry is always a concern and can
erode even the most unique of niches. In the case of craft distilled spirits, producers
created an entirely new segment of the spirit industry for new entrants. Much the same as
the craft brewing segment of the beer industry that currently has around 1,600 producers
and is the only segment of the beer industry growing entrants into the spirit market are
hoping to capitalize on the new segment of the established market. Porter points out that
new entrants put pressure on established firms to stay relevant by investing in new and or
current products and maintaining costs of doing business.18 Established firms are
presented with the challenge of how to deal with the emergence of small artisanal
producers. The size of individual firms and the structure of the liquor industry was often
enough to deter small competitors from entering the market. The greatest structural
element regarding the threat of new entrants is the idea of entry barriers. In 1980 Porter
himself used the brewing industry as an example of extreme entry barriers, ―In the
brewing industry, product differentiation is coupled with economies of scale in
production, marketing and distribution to create high barriers.‖ 19Incumbent firms almost
always have scale economies, which can vary depending on industry structure. Scale
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economies in the liquor industry can be anything from logistical systems, to as Porter
points out, economies of scale in production and advertising. However, the distilled
spirits industry faces some of the greatest barriers to entry with ―unequal access to
distribution channels‖ and ―restrictive government policy.‖20 In the Spirits industry these
two interrelated barriers to entry are harsher than with regards to beer and wine. The
three-tier system serves as both governmental policy and access to distribution channels.
Often times a great hindrance to the small producer, ―Government directly limits or even
forecloses entry into industries through, for instance, licensing requirements and
restrictions on foreign investment.‖21 Although small changes have begun to fall in place
to support small producers the red tape involved in the liquor industry serves as the
greatest barrier to entry and consequently, an issue for new entrants in the market. The
idea of entry barriers is paramount with regards to entry strategy and will be discussed in
greater detail further along in the chapter.

Additional Framework literature
Porter‘s framework allows for the best opportunity to examine individual firms
entering established markets however, Peter Drucker, Richard Rumlet, and Clayton
Christenson presents useful principles and frameworks that fit well with Porter‘s ideas.
Drucker‘s book, Innovation and Entrepreneurship includes a chapter on entrepreneurial
strategies in which he addresses four ways to approach the marketplace outside the
enterprise. Not all four strategies apply to a single firm and yet each is not mutually

20
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exclusive. To illustrate, the only strategy included that does not address the craft distilled
spirit market is ―Fustest with the Mostest,‖ where an entrepreneur attempts dominance or
outright leadership in a new market. Although, a craft spirit maker has the potential to
dominate the ―craft‖ sector of the market, the nature of the particular segment means that
this producer forgoes its ability to dominate the mass-produced brands. All three
remaining strategies can be applied in one way or another to the craft spirit market. A
much less risky strategy ―Hit Them Where They Ain‘t,‖ involves two sub-strategies,
―creative imitation‖ and ―entrepreneurial judo.‖ Each as the title hints allows the
entrepreneur or firm to forgo the risk of a first mover. Creative imitation, albeit an
oxymoron, ―Waits until somebody else has established the new, but only
‗approximately.‘‖22 The spirit industry has been established for some time and although
the craft spirit segment is extremely current, craft distillers have been established,
allowing new entrants the opportunity for ―creative imitation.‖
In the case of the distilled spirits industry, implementing another of Drucker‘s
strategies, ―Changing Values and Characteristics‖ facilitates creative imitation. Applied
to creative imitation and the distilled spirit market, changing values and characteristics
bluntly relates to marketing. What do customers need? ―This is always the first question
in the entrepreneurial strategy of changing utility, values, and economic
characteristics.‖23 Taking advantage of creative imitation and changing values, the
objective through marketing is for the consumer to understand the utility gained from a
craft spirit. Drucker goes on to examine pricing as a principle factor in changing value,
22
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―Pricing enables the customer to pay for what he buys… rather than for what the
consumer makes.‖24 In the craft spirit market it becomes a balance between what is made
and what the customer buys however, through pricing the customer will be paying for a
superior product. Lastly, derived straight from price and utility the product delivers value
to the customer. Inherent within the structure of a market like craft spirits is the ability to
change the values of the consumer.
Drucker‘s final strategy for experiencing entrepreneurial success discusses niches
and more specifically, ―ecological niches.‖ Drucker‘s discussion of ―ecological niches‖
relates very closely to the ideas summarized in the best-selling book, Blue Ocean
Strategy: How to Create Uncontested Market Space and Make the Competition
Irrelevant. ―Blue Ocean Strategy challenges companies to break out of the red ocean of
bloody competition by creating uncontested market space that makes the competition
irrelevant.‖25 For Drucker the ecological niches are a similar idea, commenting those who
obtain an ecological niche should be immune to competition and unlikely to be
challenged.26 Two forms of ecological niches that Drucker discusses are ―the specialty
skill‖ and ―the specialty market.‖27 Drucker comments that ―the specialty skill‖ is built
around a product or service, ―A specialty skill niche is rarely found by accident‖28 The
craft spirit industry is built around a market where a specialty skill niche is perfected.
24
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Continually, it is possible for a craft distiller to experience ―the specialty market‖ niche,
however, obtaining a specialty market niche for the liquor industry falls more directly on
distributors/promoters. One example of an entrepreneur in the liquor industry who
developed a specialty market is Sidney Frank. Not a producer, Sidney Frank was the
promoter of such spirits as Jagermeister and Grey Goose Vodka. These two spirits
created and or capitalized on niches in their respective categories of liqueurs and ultra
premium vodka. From an entrepreneurial perspective Drucker‘s strategies focus on
strategies for establishing a firm.
Once established, a firm‘s ultimate goal is to sustain itself reaping the financial
benefits worthy of the risk taken to enter an established market. Richard Rumelt‘s
published lecture on ―Theory, Strategy and Entrepreneurship‖ discusses the principles
involved in receiving ―rent.‖29 Rumelt points out, ―The business must be a sufficient
innovation to be an efficient replacement for substitutes… and it must have some
protection against imitative competition.‖30 Through changing values and finding
ecological niches, Drucker‘s strategies sufficiently address diversification from
substitutes, however, Drucker discusses creative imitation that feeds directly on poor
protection against imitative competition.
Isolating mechanisms is the term Rumelt uses to describe impediments that
protect an entrepreneur‘s innovation and guarantee it compensation. Rumlet states,
―Given an innovation expected to be socially efficient, and absent appropriation

29
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challenges, entrepreneurship will not be justified unless there are impediments to the
immediate ex post imitative dissipation of entrepreneurial rents.‖31 Rumelt draws
attention to the greatest of isolating mechanisms, property rights. Although property
rights are granted for certain entrepreneurial innovations many of the would be isolating
mechanisms fail to be recognized under property rights law. In such circumstances,
―quasi-rights‖ create frictions, information asymmetries, and lags to ensure
entrepreneurial rents are received.32 Of the nine ―quasi-rights” Rumelt discusses, four
apply directly to the craft spirit industry. For a disposable product such as distilled spirits
the greatest isolating mechanism is reputation. Distilled spirits as with many other
products are unable to be evaluated without consuming the product.33 If the product is a
new entrant into an established market the first impression must be lasting as reputation
can aid as an isolating mechanism or perform the opposite if the product is disliked.
Similarly, in a segment of a larger established industry such as craft spirits in the
overarching liquor industry, buyers are likely to hedge bets and choose the market leader.
Buyer evaluation cost is the term Rumelt uses to describe consumers evaluation methods
in a competitive industry. Positioning as the market leader is paramount to realizing this
isolating mechanism. Much less pertinent, economies of scale act as an isolating
mechanism deterring competitor‘s willingness to enter a market where established firms
have significant advantages due to size. Lastly, due to government regulations (to be
discussed in greater detail to follow) Advertising and Channel Crowding have proven as
important as reputation. Distribution in the liquor world is the name of the game,
31
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producers are unable to sell product to retailers creating a significant isolating mechanism
once established in a distribution network. If established with a significant distributor
contracts between the distributor and producer create near property rights for distilleries.
Rumelt comments, ―In many industries, after the first wave of innovation, competition is
aimed at reductions in the size of isolating mechanism.‖34 Unique to the liquor industry
are the extremely regulated overcrowded distribution channels, which in normal
circumstances would be eroded as an advantage when additional competitors enter the
market.
Frameworks, strategies and principles discussed in Clayton Christensen‘s book
―The Innovators Dilemma” address business dilemmas (how firms lose their advantage
or obtain an advantage) from the managerial side of large firms. Christensen‘s work does
not address the idea of entering established markets any more than calling them risky and
less rewarding than creating new markets.35 What Christensen‘s work does do is create an
overriding confidence that craft distillerie‘s greatest threat will be other craft distilleries
attempting to enter the liquor market. Christensen notes, ―Small markets cannot satisfy
the near-term growth requirements of big organizations.‖36 Christensen gives multiple
proposals for how large corporations can approach an emerging market segment; the first
proposal is waiting. By waiting the market will grow large enough to be viable for a large
corporation. Second, affect the growth rate so the market quickly becomes big enough to
have meaningful input towards profits. These ideas are being played out first-hand in an
34
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extremely similar market. Craft brewerie‘s annual beer sales are growing while the large
breweries are falling. Although beer giants like Coors and Anheuser-Bush are attempting
to obtain a piece of the craft brewery market the segment is too small to maintain the
enormous corporations growth. Christensen‘s book emphasis the point made by Porter,
―Industry structure drives competition and profitability, not whether an industry is
emerging or mature, high tech or low tech, regulated or unregulated‖37 Although the
industries Christensen discussed varied greatly from the liquor industry, the example of
the beer industry proves both scholars points and provides promise for the emergence of
craft distilled spirits in the established liquor industry.

Literature on Generic Competitive Strategies and Five Forces
Thus far this chapter has focused on the generic frameworks established by
Michael Porter and elaborated on by separate peers. The remainder of the chapter will
focus on academic literature surrounding market entry strategies that have been tested
and or implemented in previous businesses. As aforementioned, there has been an
insignificant amount written on the distilled spirits industry with regards to Porters
strategies and forces, where applicable separate industries will be addressed for
comparison.

New Entrants
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The previous ideas and frameworks have been applied throughout the business
world and academia in an attempt to best understand entry into established markets. In
certain cases such as craft distilled spirits the competitive entry strategy nearly chooses
itself through the description of the product; hands on, small production with an emphasis
on quality. Focus differentiation is a niche strategy attempting to establish one‘s self on
the peripheries of an industry. Although established on the peripheries competition is not
solely limited between institutions on the outside. People‘s Express (PE) the first low cost
no nonsense air carrier offers an outstanding perspective on market entry as a niche
competitor. As a new entrant in the market, PE grew quickly as many people were
willing to forgo many of the creature comforts offered on separate airlines for PE‘s
bargain prices. As Porter‘s generic strategies are concerned, PE chose a cost focus
strategy, ―Cost focus exploits differences in cost behavior in some segments, while
differentiation focus exploits the special needs of buyers in certain segments.‖38 With the
growth PE realized from their cost niche they began to lose sight of their competitive
advantage. In similar fashion to Laker Airways, PE started to add addition frills, and
routes blurring their image as a low cost competitor placing them in what Porter refers to
as a ―stuck in the middle‖ strategy. ―The temptation to blur a generic strategy, and
therefore become stuck in the middle, is particularity great for a focuser once it has
dominated its target segment.‖39 Staying true to form, PE began to decline and eventually
was forced to sell itself off. People‘s Express entering with a focus strategy before
diverging into a stuck in the middle strategy shows similarities between itself and the
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craft distilled spirit industry. Correct market entry is necessary but not sufficient as the
PE case cautions firms to address competition wisely.
People‘s Express did not simply appear out of thin air. There is a reason firms are
able to enter mature (established) industries and compete with incumbent firms. Firms
that appear on the peripheries often enter because of exogenous or endogenous changes
too an industry. Swaminathan presents two explanations for firm entry into new or
periphery segments of established industries. The first of which, resource partitioning,
emphasizes endogenous changes to the industry. Carroll first explored the idea of
resource partitioning in 1985 and, ―According to the resource-partitioning model, as
industries mature they come to be dominated by a few generalist firms.‖40 Swaminathan
presents the case of firms emerging on the peripheries of an industry to address the rise of
craft brewers within the mature brewing industry in the 80‘s and 90‘s. Alternatively to
resource partitioning is the idea of niche formation. Niche formation relies heavily on
exogenous forces creating ―discontinuities‖ within an industry. Exogenous meaning
occurring outside the immediate industry and for an industry such as brewing, the
environmental industry changes most notable are a change in consumer preferences or
changes in governmental policy mainly within the three-tier system. Both explanations
lead to firms establishing themselves in ―niches‖ on the peripheries of established
industries however, they attempt to give reasons for how the opportunity presented itself
to the firm.
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Peoples Express is a case of resource partitioning. Carrol and Swaminathan
address the two organizational trends that are interrelated and lead to resource
partitioning. The first, increasing market share by generalist firms and second the rise in
small specialist firms entering mature industries. Both of these trends address PE‘s
establishment away from the generalist incumbent firms and creation of a no nonsense
cheap airline. Although the reason for entrance was correct, managerially the airline lost
its specialist niche when it began adding frills and routes taking on the image of the
generalist and competing with the more experienced incumbents for the industries middle
market share. Moreover, the interrelated trends that address the resource partitioning
exemplify the craft brewery business. The big three brewers dominate the beer market
and there are over 1,600 small breweries challenging the generic incumbent firms. Key to
the success of the small breweries is maintaining their periphery strategy and not
attempting to compete with the generic firms as PE did. Although there are signs of
resource partitioning within the craft distilled spirits market such as the extremely
dominant vodkas Smirnoff and Grey Goose the reason for mature market entry also
closely parallels that of wine with niche formation.
It is clear in the wine industry niche formation is what drives producers to enter
the market. Although there are mass producers of wine that compete over the generic
market space the producers on the periphery are producing the wine consumers are after.
David Aylward points out, ―In an environment in which the demand for $212 cases
outstrips supply, yet $84 cases can no longer attract buyers, the current operating
paradigm is clearly inappropriate.‖41 One of the key factors for firms entering on niche
41
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formation is due to exogenous affects on industry. The exogenous affect taking place in
the wine industry and to an extent the craft distilled spirits industry is consumer
preference. Moreover, Swaminathan points out as the imports of wine increase there is a
positive effect taking place on the founding‘s of wine producers in California.42 The
consumer has been exposed to a greater quality of wine and they are responding with
their dollar, creating the need for niche formation in the peripheries of the wine industry.
Similarities exist between both the wine and beer industries, and the craft distilled spirits
industry. Combining growing consumer preference and small governmental policy
changes has led to an emergence of a greater number of specialty firms establishing
themselves. It appears that firms are reacting to a niche formation however it is not clearcut.
The reason why firms are entering either revolves around the formation of a niche
or the idea of resource partitioning. Either way, the increasing numbers of producers
clearly show firms are choosing to enter and these ideas will be addressed later in the
case studies and conclusion. However, this further begs the question, how does a craft
distilled spirit producer use Porter‘s focus differentiation strategy to correctly enter the
market and engage competition? The two possibilities are to engage competition head on,
employing an aggressive strategy towards competitors large or small. Or, build up small
on the peripheries commanding a more localized presence and gradually establish a
brand. Chen explains, ―The core premise is that engaging rivals through competitive
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moves generates a series of temporary advantages that lead to superior performance.‖ 43
Although it seems simple, the ―core‖ premise may not apply to all firm and industry
structures. If countermoves strategies are enacted and rivals have superior positioning
performance may dwindle. The literature on entry strategy is vast and controversial with
numerous competing ideas as to what‘s the best strategy.
As previously established, Porter‘s focus differentiation is the backbone
methodology for entry; however, as a focus differentiator the ways in which to address
competition remain. In 1957 Hosmer‘s advised specialized products or skills, with short
run production and high levels of service in a localized manner.44 Similarly, in later
decades Broom and Longenecker, Buchele, and Katz suggested niche strategies similar to
previous discussed literature by Swaminathan and Drucker.45 A key component to the
niche strategy focuses on specialized products and avoiding head on competition with the
generic firm. Furthermore, generic firms may not want to compete at this level because
the opportunity remains too small to support such a firm and the generic firm is not able
to use their economy-of-scale advantage. The nature of the craft distilled spirit business is
small scale; yet, the growing popularity of craft alcoholic beverages entices larger
producers to explore the niche market.
Biggadike countered the previous literature stating entry must be explored on a
large scale. The separation between small and large-scale entry in the craft business often
43
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revolves around the capital raised for advertising and distribution marketing. Biggadike
further suggested that a more aggressive strategy on the part of new ventures would
position the firm ahead of incumbents in terms of market performance.46 Macmillan and
Day aided Biggadike‘s conclusion finding entrants that pursue entry with aggressive
marketing and investment decisions capture a greater share of the market leading to a
greater ROI.47 Once more, MacMillan and Day examined ventures with high relative
advertising and promotion expenditures concluding when they served high capacity
markets they experienced greater success than less aggressive entrants.48 The capacity of
the liquor industry as a whole is high but competing in the craft niche of the spirits
segment is unique in itself.
The structure of the alcoholic beverage industry is distinctive making the
application of generic entry literature difficult. Wesson and De Figueiredo provide the
closest examination to the spirit industry looking at whether an aggressive (broad) or
narrow entry strategy provides a greater advantage in the microbrewery industry. De
Figueiredo and Wesson specifically address Porter‘s three generic strategies and make a
pertinent point in addressing the focus strategy, ―That is, focus is a strategic variable in
the sense of the word ―strategic‖ meant by game theorists-each firm‘s optimal choice of
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action depends on the actions taken by other firms.‖49 Microbrewing is to the brewing
industry what craft distillers are to the spirits industry. Structurally, both industries
include entrenched generalists along with a surplus of new specialists attempting to enter
the market. The new market entrants must compete amongst each other to win the
peripheries of their respective industries. De Figueiredo and Wesson acknowledge the
evolution of competition on the peripheries to be constant and the success of firms
depends on their ability to react as Porter points out in a strategic way to the evolving
strategies of Competition.
Furthermore, the literature on entry strategy reviewed by De Figueiredo and
Wesson closely resembles entry literature reviewed in this chapter. Mixed conclusions
have evolved through the decades as authors have battled over the breadth of market
suitable for new entrants to challenge.
The literature on the optimal degree of focus for new entrants has reached
very mixed conclusions. The Early authors looking at the question were
fairly consistent in their recommendation that a highly focused or niche
strategy was generally most appropriate. Later authors recommended that
new ventures should enter markets aggressively, facing larger incumbents
head on.50

It is difficult to generalize new entrant strategy as the structure of each industry varies as
well as the type of competition the firm is entering. The case study conducted by De
Figueiredo and Wesson examined three microbreweries (Redhook, Boulder Brewing and
Sierra Nevada) all with similar geographic appeal yet different strategies towards entry.
Redhook and Sierra had significant geographic concentration where as Boulder Brewing
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branched out falling into what Porter would term a ―stuck in the middle‖ strategy only to
realize significant market decline. Concluding, De Figueiredo and Wesson advise, ―When
entering markets in which there are large, differentiated incumbents and high economies
of scale, new entrants are best advised to enter using what Porter (1980) would term a
differentiation focus strategy with a very high degree of focus.‖51 Although, applying De
Figueiredo and Wesson‘s findings on the effect of focus to a firm‘s entry in a similarly
structured industry serves the greatest comparison, the two industries suffer from
different legal framework, stigma and consumption practices explored in subsequent
chapters.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In an attempt to best answer the stated research question I chose to perform a case
study on multiple craft distilleries from across the United Sates. Although the craft
distilling business is beginning to take off, there are substantially fewer distilleries than
craft breweries. Without a significant number of craft distilleries I chose distilleries
representing different regions of the United States to avoid a biased perspective of the
market. In addition, the three main liquors, gin, vodka, and whiskey are represented by at
least one of the distilleries. The focus of the case studies is to gain inside knowledge as to
how the distilleries entered the market, from start-up to marketing and distribution.
Continually, due to the three-tier system, distribution maintains its own role in the liquor
business and I address this fact by interviewing a distributor on its role in allowing
distilleries to enter the liquor industry.
The case study is conducted through personal interviews; naturally, nearly all
information is qualitative and dependent upon the interviewee‘s willingness to share
information. The time during which the interviews were conducted ranged from multiday in-person interviews to telephone interviews. All interviews were conducted in a
semi-structured fashion during February and March of 2011. Comparing the case studies
with the previously reviewed literature on the liquor industry and market entrance
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strategies provides the best available answer for how craft distilleries should enter the
established liquor market.
The interviewees consist of: Lance Hanson, Jorg Rupf, Steve Johnson, John
Chappell and Matt Funchion.

TABLE 3.1: Interviewees

Interviewee
Lance Hanson

Firm/Business
Peak Spirits

Jorg Rupf

St. George Spirits

John Chappell

Paqui Tequila

Steve Johnson

Vermont Spirits

Matt Funchion

Penn Distributors

Location
Experience
Hotchkiss, Colorado Began distilling in
2005. Pupil of Jorg
Rupf
San Francisco, CA
Father of American
craft distilling.
Founded St. George
Spirits in 1982
Fairfield Country,
Over 25 years of
CT
experience in
alcoholic beverage
industry. Worked
with Stoli and
Boston Beer
Company
Quechee, VT
Business
background, started
as partial investor
put more capital in
and took over from
founder
Philadelphia, PA
N/A

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW DATA
The craft distilled spirits niche continues to grow and gain recognition throughout
the process of this thesis. Originally, the small movement of local producers in the food
and beverage industry sparked interest for the topic. However, the small movement has
sustained growth and like this thesis topic continues to materialize. Consumers are
beginning to change and no longer are mass-produced, outsourced products the answer to
their desires. While craft brewers paved the way in the alcoholic beverage market I have
been lucky enough to catch the beginning of a similar niche, craft distilled spirits, ―What
we are doing resembles in many ways the micro-brewery phenomenon… We are small
companies coming in and radically reshaping the industry,‖1 Melkon Khosrovian the
founder of Modern Spirits commented in 2008 as niche news articles began to surface
exposing more people to the movement. Then, on Friday February 4, 2011, as this thesis
began taking shape, the Weekend Arts section of The New York Times presented a frontpage blurb on “Pride of Place in Every Drop.” The focus of the article encompassed two
small craft distillers in Brooklyn, NY attempting to capitalize on the emerging market.
Not only highlighting the growth in the particular segment of the liquor industry the
article states, ― New Yorkers‘ obsession with all things culinary, refracted through
1
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Brooklyn‘s exaltation of all things artisanal… more made in Brooklyn and marketed with
an emphasis on that provenance.‖2 The article profiles not only the craft distilled spirits
market but how it has evolved out of an overall push towards local products. Although
the news media is in the early stages of picking up on the movement, for a select few the
post prohibition art of artisanal beer and spirit making has been around since the 70‘s.

Jorg Rupf3: St. George Spirits and Hangar One Vodka
History and Legal Framework:
Representing the industry from the beginning Jorg Rupf is the father of American
craft spirits. Born in the Northeast region of France in Alsace, which is located on the
border of Germany, Jorg was born into a family of brew masters.4 The fertile region
produced abundant fruits used in the distilling process. Although Jorg was schooled in the
art of distilling he pursued a career in the legal world and at one time was the youngest
judge in Germany.5 This unequivocal passion for perfection in law and other hobbies
such as the violin readily lent itself to the art of distilling. Traveling to the Bay Area, and
more precisely U.C. Berkley, on a quest for more knowledge in the legal field, Jorg fell
for the area‘s love of food and drink. Moreover, the region of California produced
agriculture perfect for the creation of distilled spirits. The region‘s love for food and
drink was undeniable, yet, there was a void created by the inability to obtain the quality
2
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products Jorg knew of in Europe. In an attempt to fill the void Jorg moved to the region
in 1979 and set-out to create the product he grew up with in the Black Forest, eaux de vie
or un-aged fruit brandies. In 1982, Jorg established St. George‘s Spirits as America‘s first
eaux de vie distillery.6 With a background in law and a love for spirits Jorg was the
perfect candidate to address the very topic of this thesis, entering the established liquor
market.
Born and raised in Europe, Jorg‘s exposure to the liquor industry was first and
foremost that of a European, ―I am coming from Europe where you can basically sell
alcohol like shoes.‖ Europe‘s regulation towards the production and distribution of liquor
is vastly different than that of the U.S. and Jorg was quick to point out the difficulties of
production and distribution stemming from the 21st amendment to the constitution. The
compromise post-prohibition enabled states the authority to establish individual laws
creating a parochial framework for production and distribution of alcoholic beverages
leading to the three-tier system essentially barring vertical integration, ―The biggest
problem actually is that the attempt to prevent the mafia from doing what they used to do
before prohibition, mainly, control production, delivery, and stores, many states have the
so called three tier system for distilled spirits.‖ The mafia has long since been removed
from the equation; however, Jorg commented on the creation of a new ―mafia‖ being the
liquor distributors. Vertical integration has been eliminated however, the ability for
distributors to horizontally integrate creates less competition and as Jorg sees it, we are
moving towards a form of monopolistic competition in the distribution level of the
alcoholic beverage industry. Jorg pointed out, the structure of the industry throughout the
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United States closely resembles import and export trade from one state to another.
Combined with the formation of monopolistic wholesalers, producers must deal on a state
by state basis for entry into the distribution and retail levels of the industry. This creates
an environment suited to the large producers with the means to deal with state
bureaucracy.
The issue for small producers arises as large wholesale corporations are not
interested in small volume production, yet craft distillers as with all other spirit producers
are almost always required to use wholesalers for distribution purposes. With the
exception of a few states the distribution of spirits cannot be sold without a wholesaler,
―the epitome of the idiocy of that… we cannot sell most of our products in our place of
production.‖ While a few states have begun to challenge such laws Jorg shared his
attempt to get the law in California changed and as he says, ―I was rudely shot down by
my own distributor.‖ The wholesale tier is terrified to experience any change in the
system. Once more, wholesalers do not have to accept any unwanted business, further
elevating their power over the small producers. As a producer it is possible to create the
greatest tasting spirit in the market, yet if you are unlucky and a wholesaler will not carry
your brand, there is no way for the public to experience the product. From a consumer‘s
standpoint, an entire tier is acting on their behalf, exposing the consumer to the products
the wholesalers choose to carry and promote. Further suffering, the consumer is relegated
to pick up the tab on the retail end for the ―fairly useless‖ level in the system. The
established system creates an extremely difficult landscape for the craft producers to
navigate and maintain a fair shot at competing with the established brands.
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―The best way to do it is local, and of course in some places there are now laws
that people who make distilled spirits, they can sell it at the place of production… that is
a big thing.‖ Jorg compares the legal changes that took place to create the emergence of
the craft brewing industry to the changes that must occur for the craft distilled spirits
industry to be a viable option. Upon Jorg‘s arrival in the U.S. pre 1980 the only beers
readily available were Miller and Budweiser, however, legal precedence allowing for the
establishment of ―brew-pubs‖ changed the brewing environment for good. ―It will take
time and one state after another will have to start relaxing those laws to really make the
distilled spirits industry as successful as the micro-brewing industry and the small winery
industry.‖ Adding to the legal difficulty are the taxes on spirits, federal tax is $13.50 per
proof gallon or $2.14 for each 750ml bottle at 80 proof, which is applicable to all sizes of
distillers.7 In comparison, small beer producers pay $0.02 vs. the $0.05 large producers
pay per 12oz can and small wine producers pay $0.04 vs. the $0.21 large producers pay
per 750ml bottle.8 Jorg points out, the profits reaped from federal taxes are where the
interests of the federal government overlap with wholesalers in keeping the distilled
spirits industry as-is. As a lawyer and distiller Jorg is clear in his suggestion that the
individuals bearing the brunt of the legal framework are the producers and consumers of
distilled spirits.

Hangar One and St. George Spirits:
The previous overview Jorg offered on the industry was incredible due to his
background and first hand nature in dealing with all aspects as a distilled spirits
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entrepreneur. Briefly touching on his beginning as an established distiller Jorg started St.
George Spirits in 1982 concentrating on the liquor he grew up with eaux de vie‘s. It
wasn‘t until the early 2000‘s that Jorg along with fellow partners created Hangar One
Vodka in San Francisco California. Capitalizing on the newly established premium vodka
market Jorg relied on his ability to extract the greatest flavor from the ingredients to
create truly unique vodka. Humble beginning led to an incredible success with Hangar
One as the quality Jorg created spoke for itself. Further extending himself to this thesis
Jorg answered more specific questions regarding Hangar One and his ability to establish
the brand in the competitive distilled spirits industry.
Distribution:
As a ―little guy‖ in a fiercely competitive industry Jorg harkened back to his
feelings towards state laws. Possibly due to his background as a judge in Europe or
through his trials and tribulations dealing with U.S. liquor regulation, Jorg was quick to
maintain his feeling toward state liquor laws as the most difficult and disruptive aspect of
the craft distilling business, ―the state laws about selling and distribution of distilled
spirits… it‘s on the state level where we have the biggest problem not so much the
federal level.‖ During Jorg‘s initial discussion about the industry he compared interstate
shipping of liquor to the likes of an import export system. Jorg‘s introduction to
distribution issues started with his eaux de vie‘s in the 1980‘s. Jorg was approached by a
California wine importer to take on his eaux de vie‘s and establish distribution
nationwide. In theory the idea of a representative relieves stresses of establishing a
distribution network alone however, it also adds another tier and leaves the producer
another person removed from the consumer. Naturally, the lack of education towards
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eaux de vies and distant producer retailer ties made for a difficult time selling the
product. Regaining control over the product, Jorg set out to establish distribution in
specific locations (mainly large cities) throughout the country.
I realized I had to do it myself so I picked a few markets to focus on… it
depended much where I found somebody who was even willing to take it
on… and then of course I had a distributor and it was in the book but the
sales people didn‘t know what this was so they didn‘t sell it unless I went
to the places and sold it with them… it mostly was more expensive to do
that than the profits I got from the individual markets so it was really
difficult in the beginning.
As a small scale producer the process of obtaining distribution takes hard work and luck
and furthermore, once in the distributor‘s portfolio the producers are often forced to hold
the hand of the sales team to ensure their product is correctly marketed.
Jorg estimates the portfolio of large distributors to encompass several hundred
pages of products making it easier for small producers to become another number in the
book. Adding to the difficulty associated with establishing a product, sales staff at
distributors work on commission, which combined with the overwhelming product
breadth, requires them to focus on the established brands. For craft distillers to fully be
able to establish themselves Jorg would like to see a distilled spirits regulation reform in
a similar fashion to what took place in the beer industry. Similarly to the brewpub, the
ability to sell the product from the distillery to consumers is going to be paramount in
maintaining and propagating the niche market. This idea aids Jorg‘s distribution advice
for the small producers of distilled spirits to focus on the local market establishing the
brand within the reaches of the producer and expanding slowly and carefully. When Jorg
created Hangar One in the early 2000‘s it was a no brainer to establish the brand locally
in on premise accounts where the flavor of the vodka could speak for itself.
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Timing:
Establishing a new segment in the vodka market, Kettle One created the twentydollar bottle of vodka followed closely by brands such as Absolut and Grey Goose.
Approached previous to the establishment of the premium and super premium segments
in the vodka market, Jorg was not convinced he would be able to create vodka to meet the
acceptable market price point. However, the growing popularity of vodka throughout the
90‘s and 00‘s and the creation of the higher priced segments allowed for Jorg to explore
the idea of producing artisanal vodka. Admittedly not great timing, Jorg did not begin
selling Hangar One until 2004 when most of the other premium and super premium
brands had already hit the market, ―Our timing was somewhat late actually… but still
early enough to really get some footing in this place.‖ Due to the somewhat late release
date, the fear of people rejecting yet another high-end vodka became a reality however,
establishing itself locally the taste of Hangar One separated it from competitors.
Continually, the bartender culture began to boom in the late 90‘s and 00‘s which created
a type of on premise sales staff eager to introduce people to the quality and taste of the
local product. With little to no marketing and advertising money Jorg and his coworkers
were able to establish Hangar One amongst the larger premium and super premium
brands.
Differentiation:
Producing a product of superior quality often times takes a back seat to how
efficiently the product can be produced and what the profit margins are. Jorg was able to
create a superior product and use it to his advantage in gaining footing in the market.
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Hangar Ones marketer warned, the public may question the arrival of another premium
vodka to the market, yet, Jorg remained faithful in letting the quality of Hangar One
speak for itself. Exploiting his knowledge of eaux de vie production, Jorg established
Hangar One Vodka as a product of superior taste and quality.
These big producers they make their flavored vodkas by taking their
regular vodka and dumping some flavoring in it… and we said well that‘s
not who we are, we work with real fruit so we are going to make it infused
with real fruit and that requires a lot more work and steps to do but it also
provides a different flavor profile but even so you couldn‘t be sure people
would notice the difference.
Jorg pointed out not all great products become recognized for what they are, part of the
risk reward for Hangar One was using the ingredients they were proud of and having
people recognize the quality of Hangar One‘s products went above and beyond the larger
producers. Using similar quality production methods to St. George Spirits, Jorg applied
over 20 years of experience towards a more mainstream spirit creating a superior product
and story used to differentiate Hangar One from its competitors.
Physical Product Design and Location:
Maintaining the role of distiller, Jorg was relatively removed from the physical
design of the product. As discussed, the quality of Hangar One spoke for itself. Staying
true to the liquid inside, less emphasis was placed on an extravagant bottle. Recognizing
his limits towards marketing and product design Jorg employed a colleague to address the
aesthetic side of Hangar One (including the name). Jorg and his coworkers had twenty
years of prior experience bottling and marketing St. George Spirits and therefore were
able to apply their prior knowledge to Hangar One. Using a fraction of the of the millions
often dispensed towards product design and marketing, Hangar One stayed true to the
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product designing using a simple yet distinct bottle and relying heavily of the raw
ingredients of the spirit.
Names are highly regarded in today‘s society, whether it‘s an individual‘s name
such as Rockefeller or Trump or the name of a product such as McDonalds or Coca-Cola
the name represents more than letters thrown together. The name Hangar One does not
address how unique the liquid is however; it does address production, sharing the name
with the products production locale. Combined with the bottles physical appearance, the
name of the spirit can significantly aid in marketing. Sidney Frank‘s Grey Goose Vodka
is an extraordinary example towards the power of a name and marketing, ―Grey Goose
vodka, invented from thin air that summer morning, had as yet no distillery, no bottle,
and—perhaps the most pressing order of business—no vodka.‖9 Contrary to Hangar One,
Sidney Frank was a marketing genius and emphasized the name of his product. So much
so, he conceived the name that came to be synonymous with premium vodka long before
he had a liquid. Hangar One derives its name from the airplane hangar in San Francisco,
CA where Jorg and his team went about perfecting the vodka behind the name.
While the location within an airplane hangar is truly unique and no doubt
contributes to the allure of the vodka, California and San Francisco play a role adding
positive and negative elements to the establishment of a vodka brand. Like New York,
San Francisco has established itself as a culinary hot spot within the U.S. The backyard
of San Francisco and its culinary culture became a significant advantage for Jorg and
Hangar One, providing them with open-minded people in search of quality. Moreover,
diluting the distillate requires significant amounts of quality water. California‘s Sierra
Nevada mountain range distributes top quality water, which is a key component in the
9
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production of elite spirits. However, California‘s liquor distribution laws do not allow for
the product to be sold at the distillery. Each location provides advantages and
disadvantages that must be weighed out to provide the greatest aid towards the
establishment of the brand.
Marketing:
Although Hangar One is a nationally recognized brand, their beginnings were the
epitome of focus differentiation. With a sales goal of less than 1,000 cases after three
years, Jorg and the Hangar One team were looking towards an extremely selective
customer base only to find the acceptance was much greater. As a focus differentiator
such as Hangar One in the craft distilled spirits industry, competing on a level with multimillion dollar companies requires a special marketing skill. When marketing at the craft
level the challenge that Jorg believes is the most difficult to overcome is how to change
the language and philosophy of how the products are represented by the wholesaler.
According to Jorg, wholesalers in the spirit business were not used to representing
products that base themselves on quality. Therefore, a product such a Hangar One that
makes its living on quality must be represented by the wholesaler with a new vocabulary
and philosophy towards the quality of the product, ―It requires a change of their
perception of how to market these things and that‘s very difficult to do if you are a small
item in a big book.‖ Selling a craft product to the distributor/wholesaler entails selling
them on more than the product; it requires a set of ―directions‖ that can be left behind to
best represent your product. Jorg referred to a story done by ABC‘s 20/20 where six
people chosen at random conducted a blind taste test of six vodkas. Five of the
individuals admittedly were Grey Goose drinkers yet the least liked vodka during the
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taste test was Grey Goose (the most liked were Hangar One and Belvedere). Although
amateur, the conclusion is relatively simple; marketing will always be prevalent in the
choices of the consumer no matter the quality of the product.
Mistakes:
Closely following his love of eaux de vie‘s, Jorg jumped into the distilling
business without significant research on the American market. Raised in a region of
Europe with a strong love for the un-aged fruit brandies Jorg believed his love and skill
for crafting the spirit would translate to the American palate. In the late 70‘s Americans
lagged in sophistication of palate rarely offering being exposed to quality wines let alone
un-aged fruit brandies. Without market research or a true business plan Jorg was able to
establish himself through perseverance, luck and an FDA loan. Presented with the ability
to do one thing differently, Jorg commentated how producing a coherent business plan
with more cohesive market research would benefit the initial business and allow him a
better perspective on the consumers wants. Eaux de vie‘s may be popular in one region of
the world however, another region may not be accepting of the product.
Lance Hanson10 – Peak Spirits:
Tucked away on a mesa in the agriculturally rich North Fork Valley of Western
Colorado in the town of Hotchkiss is the Biodynamic Jack Rabbit Hill Farm. Jack Rabbit
Hill Farm is home to the Hanson family where master distiller Lance Hanson and his
wife Anna meticulously craft Peak Spirits Gin and Vodka. The biodynamic certification
takes organic produce growth to the next level, reusing natural assets of the farm to better
serve soil quality and promote healthy plant growth. The time and effort taken to ensure
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the greatest quality ingredients including locally sourced water are reflected in the end
product. The Hanson‘s also produce an eaux de vie, reflecting the first love of their
distilling teacher. Jorg Rupf, the father of craft distilling passed along his knowledge to
the Hanson‘s who have upheld his keen eye for quality. ―Peak was originally conceived
as a side business that would supplement the Jack Rabbit Hill estate winery operation.
The idea was to diversify/mitigate some risk inherent in CO grape growing by leveraging
the investment made in wine equipment, adding a still, and making spirits from locally
grown orchard fruit as well as some of our grapes.‖ Beginning in 2007 with the release of
Cap Rock Vodka and later Cap Rock Dry Gin the Hanson‘s have made a splash in the
distilled spirits industry. Recently, distilled spirits expert Paul Pacult with extremely high
praise reviewed their products in The Spirit Journal; ―I put this right up there with the
best of the New World Style.‖11 Both Vodka and Gin were regarded with high praise as
the Hanson‘s continue to chip away at the market establishing their spirits with the best in
the world.
Distribution:
Unlike California, Colorado is relatively progressive with state laws regarding
distilled spirit distribution. Post-prohibition laws allowing each state to govern
individually of one another with regards to liquor distribution has afforded states the
ability to move toward a more laissez faire regulatory system. Colorado allows its
distillers to distribute their product directly to on premise accounts enabling producers to
bypass the red tape involved with the wholesale tier. Furthermore, in Colorado,
consumers are able to sample and purchase the spirits on the distillery grounds. The
leaner restrictions somewhat mirror those the craft brewing industry was granted leading
11
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to the explosion of small breweries around the country. Apart from its home base in
Colorado, Peak Spirits is distributed in ten states (California, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Mexico, Nevada, Rhode Island, Virginia, Wyoming) and
Washington D.C.
Although Colorado law permits self-distribution, Lance has implemented the help
of a small distributor to deliver the product. On such a small scale the conundrum
towards distribution surrounds lack of time. The adage, there isn‘t enough time in the day
directly correlates to the business of craft distilling. Production is extremely time
consuming and it is difficult to leave behind a labor of love to pursue distribution on the
road. Confronted with the predicament, Lance enlisted a small distributor to carry his
product in order to maintain the hands on quality driven approach expected of his
product. In the process of building a new on premise tasting facility, Lance is taking
advantage of Colorado‘s law allowing him to sell the product to visitors of the farm.
Similar in concept to brew pubs, opening up the facility to consumers allows them to not
only taste the quality of the product but see the quality Hanson‘s have created. Having
visited the facility myself, it is a truly incredible unique experience. Whether creating a
report with on premise accounts through self-distribution or maintaining the personal
expectations towards production, the lack of personnel and time create a void only to be
filled by hard work perseverance and learning.
New to the industry, choosing what is best can be difficult and distribution outside
of Colorado has shown both sides of the coin. Hitting it off in both the San Francisco and
Washington D.C. area‘s testifies the product is special and it has the ability to work if
provided the opportunity. It also begs the question, what is the opportunity needed to
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command a presence in other markets? Colleagues in Massachusetts provided Peak
Spirits with a spot in the portfolio of the largest distributor in the state, yet the product
has been relatively stagnant. Jorg spoke of the breadth large distributors carry in their
portfolio making it possible the product has become lost in the numbers. As a craft
producer is it too difficult to become noticed with a large wholesaler? It becomes a
puzzle, the small distributors don‘t provide the network afforded by the large distributors
while the large distributors are able to bypass products altogether. Growing in popularity
the question of distribution may become over run by consumer wants.
Timing:
Between the years of 2003 and 2010 over one hundred and sixty craft distilleries
established themselves in the U.S.12 One of those distilleries was peak spirits, ―We started
distilling in August 2005 and made only brandies, sold to Colorado restaurants. And then
we were encouraged by these restaurants to get into more "mainstream" products with
same quality as eaux. So we developed and released CapRock gin and vodka in 2007.‖
Although not the first to produce craft distilled spirits, the Hanson‘s gin was the first
certified organic gin produced in the U.S. The timing of Peak Spirits aligns with the early
movers of the craft distillery boom. Craft brewing exposed a niche in the alcoholic
beverage industry in the late 80‘s that grew into the 90‘s and is booming present day.
Early on consumers were skeptical causing many breweries to close their doors.
Breweries such as Odell able to weather the initial craft lull have found themselves atop
the established craft brewing market. In similar fashion, both Jorg and Lance commented
the recent boom in start-up distilleries might follow a similar trend, however; those able
to maintain themselves have a greater shot at becoming the paramount spirit in the craft
12
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niche. Apart from establishing himself as an early competitor in the market Lance does
not think the timing of his product is significant towards future success.
Differentiation:
By definition, craft distillers focus on producing a quality product, and the
Hanson‘s are no different. The attention to quality is unrivaled, from the production of
organic grapes on their farm to the source of water obtained from the highest elevation
ensuring the most pure unadulterated taste. Lance and Anna go above and beyond
sourcing the most fruitful ingredients ensuring their products to be the highest quality.
The aforementioned boom in craft distillers forces significant competition among
producers requiring unique differentiation.
Not looking to compete with a fancy perfume bottle or outlandish filtration
processes, Peak Sprits differentiate themselves on taste. The market for Vodka has
become extremely saturated as the popularity of the beverage skyrocketed throughout the
90‘s and 00‘s. Vodka‘s definition (a neutral odorless, colorless beverage) and market
saturation leave little room for differentiation. Lance has done his best to create a unique
vodka using Jack Rabbit Hill to produce the grapes used in the production process and in
turn creating an ―estate‖ style of vodka. Peak Vodka received wonderful recognition from
The Spirit Journal however, its gin that sparks Lances interest as a spirit with serious
potential.
With only around 5.7% of the distilled spirits market gin has enormous growth
potential.13 Self admittedly not a fan of dark liquors Lance followed his palate when
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deciding which spirits to distill. Once again differentiating from his competitors through
taste, Lance implements the skills gained from Jorg Rupf to extract unique flavors from
twelve botanicals and two juices. The base of Peak Gin is derived from organic apples
locally sourced providing unquestionable freshness. Understanding the market Lance is
well aware of consumer hesitancy towards gin. For year‘s individuals reactions towards
the juniper-flavored spirit have had mixed, with many individuals turned off in similar
ways to the ―college tequila‖ experience. Lance not only accepts this fact, but also hopes
to capitalize on those hesitant undecided drinkers. The palate of Peak Gin will most likely
take consumer‘s who have stood by Bombay Gin for a loop. Able to be mixed into a gin
and tonic just as easily as drank on the rocks, Peak Gin is part of a ―New World Style‖ as
Paul Pacult critiqued. People must try Peak products in order to truly appreciate the
differentiation sought after by Lance.
Physical Product Design and Location:
―Our packaging sucks‖ Lance remarked about the products physical appearance.
You can‘t get everything right the first time and Lance‘s concentration towards the liquid
inside left the Hanson‘s pondering new designs for their products. The greatest bit of
constructive criticism Lance has received from on premise and retail accounts is the lack
of pop the bottle has. Simple and unassuming the current bottle does not speak to the
liquid inside. While certain producers spend hundreds of thousands designing and
producing bottles, Lance assured us the perfume bottles of the 90‘s and early 00‘s are
outdated. Lance continually remarked that the consumer is a moving target and the
producers must change to stay attuned to consumer wants. Lance‘s design goal is to
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construct a bottle that highlights the unique quality of Peak Spirits while simultaneously
capturing the attention of the consumer.
Part of what makes Peak Spirits so unique is its location. Colorado offers
progressive regulations for producers like Lance to start a distilling business while
simultaneously offering an incredible geographical and agricultural center for the
distillery. Jorg Rupf‘s creation Hangar One benefited greatly from its populated location
of San Francisco utilizing the buzzing culinary scene to its advantage. At the other end of
the spectrum is Hotchkiss, CO a quiet agricultural town that Lance and his wife agree can
be a bit sleepy at times. Utilizing the benefits of the area, Hotchkiss offers
uncompromising access to organic produce. Whether grown on the Hanson‘s farm or
sourced from their nearby neighbors the key ingredients to Peak Spirits are extremely
local. A double-edged sword the rural aspect of the distillery makes it more difficult for
consumers to access than a centrally located one. Yet the views and vacation like feel of
the farm act as a positive for those trying to get away. The Hanson‘s established
themselves in Hotchkiss for its agricultural benefits and it clearly shows in their spirits.
Marketing:
The meager beginnings of most craft distilled spirit businesses leave little in the
budget for marketing. Although it clearly works as highlighted in the blind vodka tasting,
marketing is often left for the producers with oversized budgets. As a small producer the
marketing Lance partakes in revolves around in-person meetings. Lance and Anna often
find themselves on the road to represent the product they craft and explain to the
consumer what makes it unique.
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Aspen Colorado holds an annual food and wine event that is world-renowned and
as a new local producer Lance rented out a space. Although the spirits were well received
Lance remarked the business was too small for such an event to matter. Taking a different
approach Lance realized the marketing must be done on the wholesale tier. As soon as the
product is turned over to distributors it becomes lost says Lance. Without the large
financial backing to allow for mass marketing Lance is attempting to win over
distributors with a ―tool kit‖ that he can leave behind enabling the distributors to
represent his product in a unique way. Misrepresenting and misremembering are common
occurrences between the producing and distributing tiers; similar to Jorg‘s marketer
Lance is trying to develop the ―tool kit‖ to circumvent both incidents.
The on premise account becomes another network for small producers such as
Lance to market. The Little Nell, Aspen Colorado‘s premium hotel uses Peak Spirits in
their signature cocktails. Wait staff and bartenders can become secondary marketers
providing personal recommendations that lead to word of mouth advertising. Lance relies
on word of mouth to overcome the lack of resources for a small producer.
Mistakes:
Given the opportunity to start again Lance would give more attention to the
presentation of the bottle. As he said it is difficult to get everything right the first time
and the attention given to the liquid superseded the bottle design. The response from
critiques and consumers alike were overwhelmingly positive towards the product but the
bartenders and retail storeowners agreed the packaging was not aiding the products sales.
Addressing the issue Lance is not only changing the bottle design but he has teamed up
with a local artist to rework the label in an attempt to gain better ―pop‖ on the shelf.
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Steve Johnson14 Vermont Spirits:
Switching coasts Steve Johnsons‘ Vermont Spirits represent Vermont and the
greater New England region. An appellation of sorts Vermont Spirits Vodka‘s are
produced using the sap of the Maple tree and Vermont cow milk. In similar fashion to the
previous case studies Vermont Spirits utilizes local ingredients in production of their
spirits. Mr. Johnson‘s participation in Vermont Spirits began as a partial financial
investor leading to greater involvement in marketing and distribution and eventually the
input of more capital as he assumed the role of President and CEO. A hands on approach
towards production allows Vermont Spirits to ensure the greatest quality product.
Distiller Harry Gorman is quoted on Vermont spirits website as saying, "Our goal is to
produce vodkas with flavor….not flavored vodkas, and we distill each batch with the
spirits connoisseur and lover of fine food in mind."15 Concentrating on vodka Vermont
Spirits takes a regional approach to build a niche in the most competitive category of
distilled spirits.
Distribution:
Previous to Steve‘s takeover of Vermont Spirits the brand was extremely regional
with limited market penetration revolving around New England states. The new
management has taken Vermont Spirits to a much more national level gaining
distribution somewhat rapidly, ―We‘ve now expanded to about 14-15 states hopefully to
about 20 by the end of the year.‖ Uniform to the previous studies, dealing with
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wholesalers has been the greatest difficulty for Steve and Vermont Spirits. Gaining
traction in the industry has helped, however the state laws mandating the use of
distributors act as a burden to the small producer, ―Until you‘ve sorta established yourself
as a bit of a brand and started getting a reputation its very challenging to get wholesalers
to pay attention to you but unfortunately you need them legally in thirty-two of the fifty
states.‖ As a small producer often it becomes practice to intervene at the wholesale level
to properly represent the product. A product as unique and quality oriented as Vermont
Spirits aids the wholesale tier by obtaining solid press and awards yet growth is stunted
by the impediment created at the wholesale tier.
Obvious inefficiencies are created at the wholesale level especially towards the
proliferation of the small producer. Steve likens the wholesale tier to any other brokerage
business where people continuously make money and in such cases little can be done to
curtail their position. In Steve‘s mind, the size and fiscal position of distributors negatives
any serious changes to the three-tier system. The inefficiencies are passed on to the
consumer with higher prices but also seep money from the production end making it
difficult to expand. A recent bill proposal conceived by the small producers does not
address individual state wholesale laws but looks at the federal excise tax on distilled
spirits. Currently all distilled spirit producers are taxed the same amount. The
aforementioned bill would cut small producers excise tax to a fraction of the current level
enabling small firms to expand and employ more sales staff to spread the word of their
beverage.
Timing:
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Vermont Spirits was one of the original craft distilleries with fewer than forty
craft distillers operating at the time of conception. Not only an early entrant to the craft
distilling market but capitalizing on the vodka boom helped Vermont Spirits gain
recognition. Preceding its sale to InBev, Anheuser-Busch teamed up with Vermont
Spirits for a national partnership deal. Although lost during the sale of AB to InBev the
obvious potential for national recognition existed. Hampered by the loss of the national
AB deal and shareholder issues Vermont Spirits took a longer road than initially possible
to reach its current status. New management in place Steve is excited to regain the market
potential Vermont Spirits began with.
Differentiation:
Obvious from previous case studies Vodka is an extremely lucrative and heavily
saturated spirits category. Each brand with its own twist Vermont Spirits strays from the
ordinary using extremely unique sugars with a distinct New England feel. The brainchild
of another man, by the time Steve became involved vodka was already the spirit of choice
for Vermont Spirits. Once again, the hands on distillation process separates the quality
from larger producers but moreover the ingredients create the truly one of a kind spirit
―We have a good product we are the only vodka made with maple people understand
Vermont because of the new England story we are not dealing with another potato we do
have a unique product that way.‖ In part removing the stereotypical Russian or Polish
stigma of vodka Vermont Spirits removes the cheap potato sugar and uses an extremely
expensive and somewhat rare maple sugar. The maple vodka is complemented by another
New England inspired vodka produced using milk sugars. In an attempt to further
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diversify Steve and the master distillers are working on separate spirit categories such as
whiskey and brandy each involving New England based ingredients.
Physical Product Design and Location:
Judging Vermont Spirits vodka‘s by their cover premium and elegant are two
adjectives that jump out. Soon after Steve took over the business a significant amount of
time and energy went into redesigning the bottle. With a close eye towards competitors
Steve averted the market standard of excessively tall bottles forcing the store or
restaurant to place the bottle on its own. Although Vermont Spirits‘ bottles have a simple
design the cost of producing the glass is expensive and has left Steve in a predicament.
Happy with the public response of the current bottle yet undecided whether or not to
maintain the expensive cost Steve and his team is once again debating a bottle redesign,
―Its important it depends on what your trying to do if you want to be visible on the bar
you need a certain look it certainly was a big trend I think now less so.‖ Aware of the
importance a bottle can add to the product Steve is leaning towards a less expensive
bottle hedging his bet that the consumer has less interest towards the physical appearance.
While the bottle may be receiving a redesign Vermont Spirits‘ distillery has begun
its facelift. A new production facility is in the process of being built in Quechee, Vermont
that takes advantage of Vermont‘s new state laws allowing distillers to conduct tastings
as well as sell retail directly to consumers on distillery property. Obvious research went
into the location of the new distillery as Steve quickly pointed out the quarter million
visitors the town receives. Like Colorado, Vermont‘s liquor laws provide a great
advantage not realized in many U.S. States. Steve pointed out the southern states of
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Kentucky and Tennessee with a rich distilling history have yet to make such concessions
for their producers.
Marketing:
―If a percent of the quarter million guys come in and buy from me I can sell retail
to them at a lower tax rate than liquor stores so it‘s huge right now and it will really help
our marketing.‖ The importance of building up a local customer base is paramount to
Steve and it is clear in the move to a much more visible distilling location. Away from
the distillery, Vermont Spirits has realized great success in the off premise retail segment
of the market. Due to the wholesale accounts established during their time with
Anheuser-Busch Vermont Spirits continues to sell well in the retail market. However,
moving forward independent of A-B Steve is looking to capitalize on the on premise
accounts. ―You build your brand on-premise.‖ Sighting my father‘s restaurant as a prime
example of a place where people expect good food and recommendations towards quality
products people can experience the product and then find it at retail stores. On the craft
level the lack of capital for marketing leaves extra work for the president and CEO to sell
their product individually.
Mistakes:
Taking over the business from its previous owner, Steve had little input towards
the previous blunders created. Referring to the past ownership, Steve recognizes the
founder as an artist however he did not have a sufficient business plan, ―He was living in
a penthouse before he built a basement.‖ The unique idea of vodka produced from maple
grabbed Steve‘s attention and wallet but left him searching for business goals and ideas.
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Satisfied with growth and the direction the company is headed most of the mistakes can
be written off as learning lessons.
John Chappell16 Paqui Tequila:
Unlike the previous Case studies Mr. Chappell has made a career in the liquor
business. For over twenty-five years John has been involved in the growth of multiple
liquor brands from Stolichnaya Vodka to the Boston Beer Company (Samuel Adams) and
most recently as the Executive Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Paqui Tequila.
Similar to Mr. Johnson, John‘s interests and talents towards the liquor industry are on the
business side as opposed to the distilling and production side. The lack of strong
competition in the premium tequila market peeked John‘s interest in the segment, ―I saw
an opportunity at the high end tequila market dominated by patron over seventy share and
after that there did not seem to be a strong brand… the next largest brand is less than
1/10th the size of patron in terms of unit sales‖ As a business man, John jumped at the
opportunity to build a strong brand and fill the void created by lack of quality
competition in the premium tequila segment.
Distribution:
The availability of Paqui currently rests at five states with the most dominant
presence in the southwest. The proximity of Texas, Arizona and California to Mexico
makes logical sense as to states a Tequila brand would want to establish a presence.
Unlike the previous products Tequila is an appellation of the Tequila region in Mexico
making it impossible to build a local distribution presence in the state or region of
production. Without the advantage of a stateside production facility individual states must
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be analyzed for market potential. In addition to Southwestern states John has been
attempting to penetrate densely populated states such as Illinois and New York. Securing
wholesalers is such states has proven to be quite challenging and as John commented, ―If
you can‘t get distribution you can‘t get sales.‖ The bonus for craft businesses like
Vermont Spirits and Peak Spirits are the state laws where they distill enable them to
ensure immediate distribution without a wholesale contract, ―Once you have a wholesaler
agreed to represent your brand getting the distribution after that, while it‘s challenging
it‘s doable.‖ Unfortunately, for John and other small producers he sees the three-tier
system as a stable one and does not foresee any significant changes in the near future.
The three-tier system is maintaining its reputation making it difficult for a small producer
like Paqui to establish itself.

Timing:
As a thorough entrepreneur, John hedges his bets through great market research
and as he commented timing is a difficult aspect to research. John is unable to say
whether or not entering the marketing six years ago would have served Paqui greater.
However, he understands timing to be an important aspect just one that is difficult to
measure. Looking back there are moments in time often revolving around great booms
and busts in the economy where entrepreneurs can imagine how it would have affected
their product and for John he is pleased to not have introduced his product at the
beginning of the latest recession. John and the Paqui team were able to control when the
release of Paqui happened but what concerns John more are timing events where control
is out of his hands.
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It can be timing on a local level too various things can influence whether a
wholesaler in a major state says yes or no to taking on your brand and they
could be timing things completely out of your control… what a major
brand is doing from a major supplier.
Both on a macro level with the economy and on the micro level timing can wreak havoc
on the introduction of a product and often times it is uncontrollable.
Differentiation:
In a much different approach John and his partner used a significant amount of
R&D to assure themselves what they were getting into was more than a hunch. The R&D
process led John to examine this industry in three ways; first, understanding the overall
premium tequila market second, understanding those who sell and lastly, those who
consume the beverage. ―The goal of that really was to develop a brand that was
differentiated on a number of levels.‖ The levels John and his team set out to differentiate
themselves on were branding, which includes name and package and the tequila itself.
The research of the liquid itself came from the entrepreneurs, allowing their palates to
best guide their judgment. Brand research remained a methodical process; John and his
team did several months of consumer and market research of the premium tequila market
attempting to capture and use the public and trade group‘s suggestions. ―You can trace a
line from where we started to where we end in a very precise way.‖ Well worth the effort,
John feels the extensive cost and time investment has allowed Paqui to become,
―Differentiated based on a detailed study of the category, competition and consumer.‖
John acknowledges the approach to be extremely unusual for an entrepreneur
commenting it is much more likely a large company would approach a new market in
such a way.
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Differentiated based on approach to the industry, the methodical research afforded
a single avenue that John and his team recognized as achievable. The liquid underwent
similar scrutiny. The Paqui team taste tested the top fifteen to twenty premium tequila
brands evaluating each several times before reaching a consensus on the taste needed to
achieve differentiation, ―We didn‘t think the liquids from those top brands were that great
a lot of them were pretty rough a lot of them were smooth but bland.‖ In similar fashion
to constructing an article of clothing the team worked with a master distiller describing
characteristics the product needed to display in order to meet the taste they were looking
for. Acting as a large firm, John differentiated from stereotypical small-scale producers,
―The differentiation was a huge challenge for us and we didn‘t try to differentiate in a
way that was outlandish. We tried to do it in a way that was very guided by what the
drinker says they respect what they appreciate, what they‘re looking for.‖
Physical Product Design and Location:
Physical bottle design was included during the branding R&D John and his team
conducted. The premium segment of the market requires an elegance and prestige often
conveyed through bottle design. Once again, separating themselves from previous case
studies, consumers enlightened the Paqui team through interviews and research, ―We put
an intense effort into understanding what the consumer might react to and basically we
found they wanted the style, they wanted it to look expensive, but they wanted it to be
very Mexican.‖ Paqui‘s research pointed out although the target market is America, the
consumer expects the bottle to symbolize its origin.
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There are two different locations in the region of Tequila where agave grow and
subsequently are distilled. Unadvertised and relatively unknown to the consumer the
location of the distillery does not apply to Paqui.
Marketing:
At Paqui‘s current size John see‘s very little ability to effect consumer awareness
through pure marketing. The big business approach used to research and create a brand
established a name, bottle and liquid that John is very proud of. A company of seven
people John and the Paqui team target wholesalers, retailers and restaurants in order to
―hand sell‖ the product. Limited by numbers John hopes the quality they have created
and the hands on approach to selling the product creates a word of mouth buzz. John is
fond of the ―hand selling‖ approach for their unique product however; the Paqui team is
attempting to raise more capital in order to spread the word with a greater volume of
people. The personal relationship created through hand selling is the grassroots technique
Paqui is looking to capitalize on. Influencing influential people creates a sales team
indirect of the people on Paqui‘s payroll.
Mistakes:
Established with the framework of a big business John and the Paqui team took a
different approach to the artisanal spirit industry. As one of the founders John brought a
marketing expertise while each of the other individuals brought a specific skill to help the
entrepreneurial brand get its start. Unlike the simplicity created throughout the other craft
brands, the individual parts (people) of Paqui add a different aspect towards reaching a
similar goal. After a year and a half John realized a change was needed in sales. Given
the opportunity to start over John would have begun with a different sales person, ―We
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didn‘t quite have the right team onboard.‖ Difficulties arise with a greater number of
people working towards a common goal.
Matt Funchion Penn Distributors:

Power lies in the hands of distributors. As a distributor the choice of what
products to carry is paramount. While the ―right‖ choice can make millions the wrong
choice ends up becoming a burden and taking up more space and money than is worth.
The obvious question for Mr. Funchion and distributors alike is how do you go about
choosing your products? As stated the beer world has a significantly greater number of
breweries, making the decision of which product to carry that much more difficult.
According to the brewers association, there were 47 brewpubs and 63 microbreweries
opened in 2009 alone.17 While brewpubs produce almost entirely for on-premise
consumption, the 63 microbreweries need people to distribute their product. Immense
yearly growth in the brewing industry makes the decision of what to carry extremely
difficult and important. Mr. Funchion‘s answer included buzzwords becoming more
prevalent in today‘s business world such as local and green. In terms of local the
president of Penn Distribution hit a vital topic of this thesis, craft distilled spirits work on
an extremely local scale. Mr. Funchion elaborated, when looking for a new product the
brewer has to offer a great back-story as well as bring something unique and fresh to the
industry. As expected with nearly sixteen hundred craft breweries, products can become
repetitive, and as a distributor, aspects such as unique origins or differentiated production
17

"Control States." 2/23/2011 [cited 2011]. Available from http://www.nabca.org/States/States.aspx#.
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processes can equate to greater sales. Luckily for the emerging distillers, the competition
is not as crowded affording more room for unique production and back-stories.
Matt‘s case is unique because in Pennsylvania liquor distribution is state run. The
significance being, the only place for citizens in Pennsylvania to acquire spirits is staterun liquor stores. Beer on the other hand is run somewhat similar to other states as
privatized distribution firms act as the middleman between the manufacturer (distiller or
in this case brewers) and retailer (on and off premise accounts). For this reason the
application of Matt‘s interview is to understand his point of view on state run liquor
states vs. privatized states and what the advantages and/or disadvantages are for a newly
developed product. Moreover, for the sake of comparison, Matt‘s insight into his own
choice on products lays significant groundwork for what distributors are looking for in a
new product. Although Penn Distributors does not deal with distilled spirits, its location
and background in the industry serve as crucial points towards understand entrance
strategies.
According to NABSCA (National Alcohol Beverage Control Association) there
are nineteen states that have some form of monopoly over the sale of alcohol.18 The
degree to which each state regulates the sale of alcohol varies, but with Pennsylvania the
sale of any spirit, wine, or malt beverage must be done through a state licensed retailer.19
When interviewed about the advantages and disadvantages of an ABC (Alcohol Beverage
Control) State, the emphasis surrounded the breadth of choice. Matt‘s answer made it
clear that because the state-runs all liquor stores the choice was limited to what the state
wanted to sell. Immediately, the idea of differentiation seems to be lost in state run stores
18

Ibid
"Brewers Association: A passionate Voice for Craft Brewers." June 30, 2010 [cited 2010]. Available
from http://www.brewersassociation.org/pages/business-tools/craft-brewing-statistics/facts.
19
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as they concentrate on the products that have the greatest name recognition. Continually,
as the only competition within the state Matt commented on the lack of price incentives
issued by the state. Once more, Mr. Funchion warned of the lack of product knowledge
the employees possess. In a highly competitive industry, the number of products can
overwhelm the consumer, so having someone with knowledge of the products becomes
invaluable. On the craft scale where producers spend countless hours perfecting their art,
having a knowledgeable vendor becomes necessary. Due to the monopoly-like affect of
ABC states, the lack of differentiation, knowledge and to some degree price competition
are lost adding to the difficulties facing craft distillers.
Further contributing to the unique nature of the alcohol market in the U.S. are the
contracts struck between producer and distributor. Contracts struck between the producer
and distributors give full ownership of the product to the distributor throughout the
distributor‘s jurisdiction. Further implications arise if the distributor buys the rights to a
product, but lacks the motivation for placing the product. The time and attention allotted
to selling small production new products can be minimal or nil if the distributor becomes
lost in routine. Not only will the producer suffer monetarily as products will remain on
warehouse shelves, but the image of the product will remain dormant without proper
marketing. Once product rights are obtained, a producer‘s ability to correct a negligible
distributor is two-fold: buying back the rights from the distributor, or having the
distributor trade a separate distributor for another product. Distributors such as Matt
Funchion‘s Penn Distributing take pride in their local products unloading around 100,000
cases of the locally brewed Victory beer a year, while still maintaining a positive
relationship with the large producer, InBev (Budweiser). Compared to the large
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producers, small batch distillers have little pull with their distributors making it crucial
for an efficient relationship between the two.
Moreover, a positive relationship between a distributor and producer can benefit
both parties. Small batch producers often lack the capital and knowhow to efficiently
market their product. With the infrastructure in place and a larger advertising budget, a
strong contract between the two parties allows for the distributor to make a significant
contribution towards marketing. Continually, Mr. Funchion commented on the stability
of the three-tier system and although biased, as his business relies on the system being in
place, he commented that the system seems to be staying in place with the possibility of
structural adjustments. Until interstate distilled spirit laws are passed the best option for
the producers is to find a distributor to best fit the needs of the emerging business and
maintain close ties with them.
How advantageous is a venture in the distillery world? The idea of small local and
regional producers is growing for certain, but is it a fad like the pet rocks of the 70‘s, acid
wash jeans of the 80‘s, and Tamagotchi‘s of the 90‘s? Matt seems to think otherwise,
according to him, the craft beer market is still growing and hasn‘t shown signs of slowing
down. In line with Matt‘s predictions are the industry numbers. The beer market as a
whole was down 2.7% in terms of sales as of the first half of 2010, the craft segment
grew 9% in volume and 12% in retail dollars during the same time period.20 On the
contrary, in 2010 the distilled spirit market grew 2% in volume sales over the previous

20
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year.21 Coupled with the overall market growth remains the fact the craft distilled spirit
market is in its infancy compared to the craft beer market.
Justifiably not as enthused about the decline in beer sales and growth in distilled
spirits, Matt shared his thoughts on what forces are contributing to this event. People are
getting older; there is an entire generation (baby boomer‘s) entering if not already in
retirement. As people get older, distilled spirits became the libation of choice. Yet, Matt
also cites the drinking habits of the younger generation as well. Where people used to
drink a six-pack, vodka has become trendy with the younger crowd. Addressing the
decline in beer sales Matt pointed out the increase in craft beer consumption leads to less
mass-market beer being consumed. Slightly yellow water known as American lager
produced by the big corporation‘s allows for substantial quantities to be consumed, while
craft beer‘s focus on quality has brought down the number of drinks an individual will
consume to be satisfied. Dissimilar, the quality of a spirit will not necessarily lead to less
consumption.

21

"Distilled Spirits Council of the United States." 1/24/2011 [cited 2011]. Available from
http://www.discus.org/pdf/2010_DISCUS_Industry_Briefing.pdf.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This thesis has set out to answer the question, how to best enter an established
market. The industry used to answer said question is the emerging craft distilled spirits
industry. Similar to the boom in the craft beer industry craft distilling has begun to
establish itself as a player in the distilled spirits industry. Conducting five extensive
interviews, four on distilleries and one on a distributor has provided a cross section of
data which to draw a conclusion from. Table V.I examines the major questions for best
cross-examination.
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John Chappell

Steve Johnson

Lance Hanson

Jorg Rupf

Well regarded
bottle design.
Expensive bottle
cost is being
reconsidered.
Located in
Quechee, VT
Significant R&D
towards
packaging.
Location is N/A
(must be produced
in Mexico)

New production
facility opening in
Quechee. State Laws
allow retail on
distillery grounds.
Establishing local
presence
Hand selling to
wholesalers and onpremise accounts.
Recently hired
individual to work
with wholesalers to
establish brand.

Paqui team larger
than most at craft
level and not
everyone was the
right person for
the job from day
one.

Against perfume
bottle packaging.
New packaging in
the works.
Distillery located
in Hotchkiss, CO

Avoided perfume
bottle design.
Distillery located
in an airplane
hangar in S.F.,
CA

Physical design /
Location

Wishes he had
paid closer
attention to lack
of business plan
from previous
management.

Hand selling.
Establishing onpremise accounts.
Create set of "tools"
for wholesalers to
sell product.

New vocabulary for
wholesalers based
around quality and
philosophy.

Entered the
market with an
idea and not much
research. Would
have created a
more solid
business plan.

Create better
packaging and
website from the
beginning.

Marketing

Mistakes

Conducted R&D
pre entering the
market. R&D led
to branding and
liquid (taste)
differentiation.

Hands on quality
oriented. Unique
sugars used in the
distillation
process.

Extremely small
production with
attention to
quality.
Ingredients are
locally grown.
Demeter certified
biodynamic farm

Hands on
production quality.
Used fresh fruit
instead of oils

Differentiation

TABLE 5.1: Case Study Analysis

relatively pleased
with timing entering
market post
economic collapse.
Sees timing as
difficult to measure
and often out of his
control.

An early entrant to
the craft spirits
market. Steve is part
of new management
looking to expand
business

Expanded product
line in 2007 to
include gin and
vodka. First certified
organic gin. Happy
with timing.

started after
premium segment
was established.
Early enough to
avoid market
saturation.

Timing

Difficulty
establishing
wholesalers in
certain markets.
Uses hand selling
to establish brand
on-premise.

Lost national deal
with AnheuserBusch after sale to
InBev. In 15
states aiming for
20 by end of 2011

Strict distribution
laws in state.
Hand sell with
distributors.
Marketer created
a new language
for sales people to
sell product
Able to distribute
in state w/o
wholesaler.
Chooses to use
wholesaler. Aims
for on-premise
establishment

Distribution
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Takeaways
Distribution
The 21st Amendment created extremely regulated distribution in the liquor
industry. As a small producer dealing with wholesalers can be difficult if not prohibiting
to advancing a business. Jorg pointed out the most difficult aspect of distribution
regulation are state laws. In favor of competition individuals and firms are beginning to
challenge state distilled spirit laws allowing producers to retail their spirits on distillery
grounds and omit wholesalers in the state where production occurs. In California where
Jorg distilled Hangar One vodka this was not an option, however, Lance Hanson in
Colorado and Steve Johnson in Vermont enjoy progressive enough states to experience
such changes in the law. Once more, the laws afford distillers to establish a local
presence before attempting to expand their brand. Tequila such as John Chappell‘s Paqui
is not offered the same luxury. An appellation of the Tequila region of Mexico John and
the Paqui team use a ―hand-selling‖ technique often required of most small producers.
Hand selling requires John and coworkers to entice wholesalers to not only carry their
product but also resell it to retailers and on-premise (restaurant) accounts. State laws are
so difficult Jorg compared gaining access to wholesalers in individual states to the
business of importing and exporting. As long as the three-tier system remains in place
producers will need luck, a strong product and even stronger sales pitch to become
recognized.
With the laws in place the greatest way to approach distribution is taking
advantage of progressive states law changes. The ability to retail the product to
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consumers at the production facility and sell directly to retailers and on premise accounts
is a big step for the distilled spirits industry. Creating a local appeal allows for a base to
be built and can significantly affect the word of mouth sales to other states.
Timing
Extremely difficult to measure, timing can significantly affect how well a product
is received. Hangar One established itself when the ultra premium vodka market had
become established. Understanding how to extract the greatest flavors in the distilling
process, Jorg entered his quality driven product when the consumer was willing to accept
the price. Continually, the upsurge in vodka drinkers made the choice spirit to distill easy.
Similarly, Lance saw the start of the craft distilled spirit niche and found an opportunity
to create products from superior ingredients. Lance concentrated on the product more
than timing although his timing can be considered that of any early entrant. Steve
Johnson took over the business from a previous owner who established the unique brand
in 1998. The extremely early entrance of the unique vodka drew significant attention at
the time as Anheuser-Busch struck a national deal with the original owner. Although the
deal went south with the sale of A-B the brand remained and continues to grow. Entering
the market as a vodka distiller today would be extremely difficult has hundreds of
thousands of producers have attempted to capitalize on vodka‘s segment popularity.
John Chappell exercised significant research on the tequila segment to create a
product that would challenge the over twenty-year-old premium Patron brand. Patron
commands over seventy percent of its tequila segment without great competition from the
next largest premium tequila. There is no doubt tequila has gained recognition in the
United Sates as the last decade beginning in 2000 saw greater than three hundred percent
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growth in the premium segment. Paqui was released in 2009 towards the end of the boom
in premium tequila sales and although the segment continues to grow the entrance to the
market was late. Furthermore, throughout the decade tens to hundreds of other premium
brands entered attempting to challenge the premium tequila segment leader.
To best optimize a brands potential timing relative to consumer desires and
market trends must be considered. Hangar One‘s case confirms being first is not
necessary but timeliness is paramount. In a segment as saturated as the vodka market
today, establishing a brand can be deemed as tough as ―finding a needle in a haystack.‖
However, establishing a spirit on the cusp of a new or booming segment creates
overwhelming choices for consumers. Remaining current in a quickly emerging market
must be carefully addressed. The difficulty of differentiation develops the longer entrants
wait to address a booming market.
Differentiation
For many years marketing played as large if not larger role than the liquid in
differentiating distilled spirits. Distillers such as Jorg were pioneers introducing the U.S.
to spirits outside of the somewhat homogenous mass produced liquors. Jorg used his
knowledge of eaux de vie production to extract the greatest flavors from fresh fruits.
Driven by quality Jorg urged the consumer to taste his vodka before settling for the other
premium vodka brands. Learning the practice from Jorg, Lance carefully crafted his
spirits in similar fashion. Growing grapes on his property and sourcing other ingredients
from neighbors, Lance creates hands on labor-intensive spirits. Lance‘s gin is so unique,
he proclaims gin drinkers akin to mass-produced brands such as Tanqueray and Beefeater
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are unlikely to support his product. Once tasted, the time and effort afforded in the
distilling process proves differentiation between liquids is achievable.
Vermont Spirits‘ approach to differentiation is twofold. Small batch hands on
production methods similar to Jorg and Lance are used and, further differentiation is
achieved by using maple sap in the distillation process. Vermont Spirits is currently the
only producer using the unique sugar positioning itself as a one off product. The growth
in consumer education and awareness towards distilled spirits has helped proliferate
brands in similar fashion to the brewing a wine industry.
Unfortunately, tequila continues to suffer from the negative college party and
vicious hangover stigma. Continuing to grow in popularity (as seen in the Timing
section), the stigma around tequila creates hesitancy towards education and acceptance.
The previous liquors are created using a variety of ingredients from maple sap to grapes
and apples, while tequila remains quite standardized using the blue agave. Despite having
a great name (Paqui: to be happy) and bottle design, aforementioned aspects regarding
the tequila segment make it difficult for Paqui to differentiate on liquid.
Differentiation is possible through quality and taste, as Hangar One has shown.
The unique ingredients and flavors produced by Peak Spirits and Vermont Spirits are
attempting to further explore Americans willingness to accept quality. Consumer‘s tastes
are changing, steering away from nonsensical distillation processes towards acceptance
of quality and taste. The consumer is evolving, gaining education towards distilled spirits;
producers must keep up to maintain differentiation.
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Physical Product Design and Location
Similar to changes in taste, aesthetically the consumer has begun to change. The
perfume bottle design utilized throughout the 90‘s and 00‘s often sold the consumer on
luxury and mattered more than the liquid inside. Diverging form past stereotypes of bottle
design, Hangar One created a simple yet handsome bottle allowing the liquid to speak for
itself. Similarly, Lance Hanson has tried not to overwhelm the spirit by creating too fancy
a bottle, opting instead for a bottle and label that accentuate the unique ingredients
involved in Peak Spirits‘ production. In order to address the greatest complaint from
retailers, Lance is in the process of creating new packaging for his product. Specifically,
Peak Spirits bottle has been cited as not having enough shelf presence or ―pop.‖
Avoiding scrutiny, Steve Johnson and John Chappell have products that receive
outstanding design praise. Expensive and elegant Steve‘s bottle provides plenty of shelf
presence whether in a restaurant or retail shelf space. However, the cost of each bottle is a
impediment towards profitability and Steve is in the process of deciding whether to
approach the bottle design differently. Extensive R&D led to the design of John
Chappell‘s tequila bottle. As a small firm John and the Paqui team put a significantly
larger sum of money towards research that included bottle design. Received well the
Paqui bottle presents itself as a premium product while maintaining a Mexican image and
not being over the top. As a small entrant the bottle may seem negligible however,
packaging remains Lance‘s first regret. The best way to address the market is to enter
with packaging as special/unique as the product it represents, however that does not mean
as expensive and fancy as possible.
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Production location can provide similar goodwill as bottle design in sales
numbers. The two options explored in these case studies are metropolitan (Hangar One)
vs. destination (Peak and Vermont Spirits). Hangar One is the beneficiary of San
Francisco as a backyard. A large city with a diverse population and love for the
alternative, San Francisco provided Hangar One with an outstanding canvas for which to
enter. Across the spectrum both Peak Spirits and Vermont Spirits are established in
locations with minimal population, yet aesthetically pleasing geographically. The
aesthetic location provides the two distilleries with tourist customers and furthermore
extremely local access for ingredients. While neither location decision is overwhelmingly
more efficient, state laws should determine location. Touched on earlier, the best way to
establish a small distillery is to take advantage of local and state laws regarding retail and
distribution. The more progressive the state towards open distribution the more efficiently
a distillery can establish itself.
Marketing
The location of an established distillery can also aid in its ability to market. Small
producers lack the capital to directly advertise to consumers often relying on grassroots
techniques to spread the word. Hand selling distribution used by most small distillers is
time intensive but frequently the best way to market the product to retailers and
restaurants. Of all the questions asked throughout these case studies, each firm answered
the question about marketing the same. At the craft level marketing is done on premise.
Establishing a brand on-premise recruits a sales staff in the form of bartenders and
consumers not on producer‘s payroll. Once established on premise word of mouth and
retail sales will follow.
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Mistakes
Mistakes and regrets will always be made, however the idea of including them in
this thesis and furthermore TABLE V.I is to create an awareness for future entrants.

Limitations
The limited number of craft distilleries in operation continues to grow however, at
the time this thesis was conceived the United States consisted of just over two hundred.
When compared to the sixteen hundred craft breweries, the number of distilleries is
insignificant. Only denied once, I was fortunate to assemble four craft distilling
businesses willing to allow case studies to be conducted on their businesses.
Understandably, hard numbers for the purpose of comparison were the most difficult to
obtain from distillers. Attempting to gain a greater perspective, this thesis tried to include
the distribution level of the three-tier system. Less cooperative, one distributor (Penn
Distributing) opened itself to the interview process. Apart from gaining access to hard
numbers and distributors the case study process proved effective towards this thesis.

Recommendations
A follow up case study on the individual businesses profiled would add a unique
perspective to the research done in this study. Comparing where each distiller is in one,
two or five years from this date would add significant weight towards the conclusion of
this thesis. Whether or not each distiller becomes successful or fails and comparing the
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steps they took with the recommendations for establishing a craft distilled spirits business
in the establish liquor industry provided in this thesis.
The craft distilled spirits industry is only one market and there is no exact science
for entering any established industry. The recommendations made in the ―takeaways‖
section are based on a combination of literature and first-hand market research addressing
the best way to approach the craft distilled spirits market as a small producer. Individuals
will always have a personal preference towards what spirits they drink, however, if
followed correctly this thesis will provide a leg up on fellow distillers.
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